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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Our aim in this paper is twofold. We first establish precise iteration for-
mulae of the Maslov-type index theory for any path in the symplectic
group starting from the identity. Then as their application, we prove that
if there exist precisely two closed characteristics on a convex compact
smooth hypersurface in R4, both of them must be elliptic.
We consider linear Hamiltonian systems
x* =JB(t) x, x # R2n, (1.1)
with B # C(S{ , Ls(R2n), where Z and R denote the set of all integral and
real numbers respectively, S{=R({Z) for {>0, L(R2n) denotes the set of
2n_2n real matrices, and Ls(R2n) denotes its subset of symmetric ones. It
is well known that the fundamental solution #B of (1.1) is a path in the
symplectic group
Sp(2n)=[M # L(R2n) | MTJM=J]
with J=( 0I
&I
0 ), i.e., #B # P{(2n) with
P{(2n)=[# # C([0, {], Sp(2n)) | #(0)=I].
In the study of periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems, an index
theory for such symplectic paths was introduced by C. Conley and
E. Zehnder in [CZ] for non-degenerate elements in P{(2n) with n2,
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by E. Zehnder and the author in [LZ] for non-degenerate elements in
P{(2), by the author in [Lo1] and C. Viterbo in [Vi2] independently
for degenerate symplectic paths which are fundamental solutions of
Hamiltonian systems, and by the author in [Lo8] for any symplectic paths
together with an axiom characterization of this index theory. We call this
index theory the Maslov-type index theory and denote it by (i{(#), &{(#)) #
Z_[0, ..., 2n].
In many problems related to nonlinear Hamiltonian or Lagrangian
systems, it is necessary to study iterations of periodic solutions. In order to
solve such problems, one way is to study the Maslov-type indices of itera-
tions of fundamental solutions of corresponding linearized systems. For
any {>0 and # # P{(2n), we define the iteration of # by
{#~ (t)=#(t& j{) #({)
j, \j{t( j+1) {, j=0, 1, 2, ...,
#m=#~ | [0, m{] , \m # N.
(1.2)
Here and later N and Q denote the set of all natural and rational numbers,
respectively. Correspondingly we obtain the sequence of index pairs,
(im{(#m), &m{(#m)) # Z_[0, 1, ..., 2n], \m # N. (1.3)
Note that if #: [0, +)  Sp(2n) is the fundamental solution of the system
(1.1) for some B # C(S{ , Ls(R2n)), then by the uniqueness of the initial
value problem of (1.1), the path # coincides with its iteration #~ defined by
(1.2) completely on [0, ).
In the pioneering work [Bo] of R. Bott in 1956 as well as [BTZ], the
iteration theory of Morse index for closed geodesics was established. In the
works of I. Ekeland (cf. [Ek1Ek3]) the iteration theory of his index for
convex Hamiltonian systems was established. In [Vi1] of C. Viterbo, the
iteration theory for an index theory of non-degenerate star-shaped
Hamiltonian systems was established. But the precise iteration formulae of
these index theories are still unknown, and all these results are not
applicable to general Hamiltonian systems with no convexity conditions,
for example, Hamiltonian or Lagrangian systems defined on tori
(cf. [Lo12]).
In the full generality of (1.3), studies on the Maslov-type index theory for
iterations of any symplectic paths started from [DL], where D. Dong and
the author established iteration inequalities of this index theory. In [Lo10]
the author extended this index theory to a new family of index functions
parametrized by elements on the unit circle U in the complex plane C and
established the Bott-type iteration formulae of the Maslov-type index
theory in terms of these index functions. Based on these results, various
sharp iteration inequalities were established by C. Liu and the author in
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[LL1, LL3]. These results have been applied to the study of various
problems of Hamiltonian systems (cf. [Lo9, Lo12, LL2], etc.)
Nevertheless, the precise iteration equalities of the Maslov-type index
theory for any symplectic path in P{(2n) is only known when the path is
non-degenerate or hyperbolic, which has been established in [DL, Lo9].
We now establish the precise iteration formulae (the following
Theorem 1.3) of the Maslov-type index theory for iterations of any sym-
plectic path via a rather simple and elementary homotopy method. At the
same time, our result gives a precise representation of the Maslov-type
mean index of a symplectic path first defined in [Lo10] in terms of
topological invariants of the end matrix of this symplectic path in its
homotopy component in the symplectic group. Our method of this paper
can also be used to give a different proof of the Bott-type formulae of the
Maslov-type index theory established in [Lo10].
To describe our iteration result, for any two matrices of square block
form,
M1=\A1C1
B1
D1+2i_2i , M2=\
A2
C2
B2
D2+2j_2j ,
the h-product of M1 and M2 is defined by the 2(i+ j)_2(i+ j) matrix:
M1hM2=\
A1
0
C1
0
0
A2
0
C2
B1
0
D1
0
0
B2
0
D2+ .
Denote by Mhk the k-fold h-product Mh } } } hM. Note that the
h-multiplication is associative, and the h-product of any two symplectic
matrices is symplectic. For a # R"[0] denote by D(a)=diag(a, 1a). The
following so-called basic normal forms are studied in [Lo10],
N1(*, c)=\*0
c
*+ , R(%)=\
cos %
sin %
&sin %
cos % + ,
N2(|, B)=\R(%)0
b
R(%)+ ,
where *=\1, c # R, |=e% - &1 # U"R with % # R, b=( b1b3
b2
b4
) is a 2_2 real
matrix with b2&b3 {0. In [Lo10], the normal form N2(|, b) is called
nontrivial if (b2&b3) sin %<0, or trivial if (b2&b3) sin %>0.
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Definition 1.1 [Lo10, Definition 1.1]. For any M # Sp(2n), define the
homotopy set of M in Sp(2n) by
0(M)=[N # Sp(2n) | _(N) & U=_(M) & U, and
dimC kerC(N&*I )=dimC kerC(M&*I ), \* # _(M) & U].
We denote by 00(M ) the path connected component of 0(M ) which
contains M, and call it the homotopy component of M in Sp(2n). We denote
by NrM if N # 00(M ). This is an equivalent relation in Sp(2n). The
equivalent class of M in Sp(2n) is called the homotopy type of M.
For any M # Sp(2n), define [M]=[N # Sp(2n) | N=P&1MP for some
P # Sp(2n)]. Then [M]/00(M ). Define two 2n_2n diagonal matrices
M +n =D(2)
hn, M &n =D(&2)hD(2)
h(n&1).
We have
Theorem 1.2 [Lo10, Theorem 7.8; Lo9, Lemma 2.1]. For any
M # Sp(2n), there is an f # C([0, 1], 00(M)) such that f (0)=M and
f (1)=N1(1, 1)hp& hI2p0 hN1(1, &1)
hp+
hN1(&1, 1)hq&h (&I2q0)hN1(&1, &1)
hq+
hR(%1)h } } } hR(%r)hN2(|1 , u1)h } } } hN2(|r* , ur*)
hN2(*1 , v1)h } } } hN2(*r0 , vr0)hMk , (1.4)
where p& , p0 , p+ , q& , q0 , q+ , r, r*, r0 , and k are nonnegative integers;
|j=e- &1 :j, * j=e- &1 ;j; the real numbers %j with 1 jr, :h with 1h
r
*
, ;l with 1lr0 , are in (0, ?) _ (?, 2?) provided the corresponding r, r* ,or r0>0 respectively; N2(|j , uj)’s are nontrivial and N2(*j , vj)’s are trivial
basic normal forms; Mk=M +k or M
&
k . All these integers, real numbers, and
M+k or M
&
k , are uniquely determined by M. There holds
p&+ p0+ p++q&+q0+q++r+2r*+2r0+k=n. (1.5)
Let [r]=max[m # Z | mr] for every r # R. We denote by
I(m, %)#&__m%2?&&
m%
2? & # [0, 1], \m # N, % # R. (1.6)
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Note that I(m, %)=0 if m%=0 mod 2?, and I(m, %)=1 otherwise. The
following is the first main result in this paper.
Theorem 1.3. For {>0, let # # P{(2n). In Theorem 1.2 we let M=#({)
and use notations there. Then for any m # N there hold
im{(#m)=m(i{(#)+ p&+ p0&r)+2 :
r
j=1 _
m%j
2? &
& p&& p0&
1+(&1)m
2
(q0+q+)
+2 :
r
j=1
I(m, %j)&r+2 \ :
r*
j=1
I(m, :j)&r*+ , (1.7)
&m{(#m)=&{(#)+
1+(&1)m
2
(q&+2q0+q+)+2.(m, #({)), (1.8)
where we denote by
.(m, #({))=\r& :
r
j=1
I(m, % j)++\r*& :
r*
j=1
I(m, :j)++\r0& :
r0
j=1
I(m, ;j)+ .
(1.9)
By the studies in [Br, Lo9, Lo10, LZh, ZhL], the Morse index theory
for calculus of variations in [Bo], the Ekeland index theory in [Ek3], and
the index theory for certain star-shaped Hamiltonian systems of [Vi1] are
special cases of the Maslov-type index theory. Thus our formulae generalize
their corresponding results.
As an application of our Theorem 1.3, next we study the ellipticity of
closed characteristics on convex compact smooth hypersurfaces in R4.
For any function H # C1(R2n, R) & C 2(R2n"[0], R), let ({, x) be a non-
constant solution of the following periodic problem of the Hamiltonian
system with {>0 and absolutely continuous x,
{x* (t)=JH$(x(t)), \t # R,x({)=x(0). (1.10)
Suppose the orbit Ox=[x(t) # R2n | t # R] of x does not pass through the
origin. Denote by #x(t) with #x(0)=I2n the fundamental solution of the
linearized system of (1.1) with B(t)=H"(x(t)) for all t # R. Then #x is a
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C1-path in the symplectic group Sp(2n). We call #x and #x({) the associated
symplectic path and the associated symplectic matrix of the solution ({, x)
of (1.10) respectively. The eigenvalues of #x({) are called the Floquet
multipliers of ({, x) as usual. Note that since (1.10) is autonomous and x
is non-constant, 1 must be an even multiple Floquet multiplier of ({, x).
Definition 1.4. A matrix M # Sp(2n) is truly hyperbolic if _(M) &
U=<, hyperbolic if two eigenvalues of M are 1 and all the other eigen-
values of M are not on U, elliptic if two eigenvalues of M are 1 and
_(M)/U, or strongly elliptic if two eigenvalues of M are 1 and all the
other eigenvalues of M are contained in U"[1, &1]. We denote by
Spth(2n), Sph(2n), Spe(2n), and Spse(2n), the set of all truly hyperbolic,
hyperbolic, elliptic, and strongly elliptic symplectic matrices in Sp(2n),
respectively. A path # # P{(2n) is defined to be truly hyperbolic, hyperbolic,
elliptic, or strongly elliptic, respectively, if #({) belongs to the correspond-
ing subset of Sp(2n). We also name a solution ({, x) of the problem (1.10)
by the correspondent name of its associated symplectic path #x .
Following [Ek3], especially its Section V.3, but with our J defined in
(1.1), we suppose 7 is a C2-compact hypersurface in R2n bounding a
convex open set C with non-empty interior, and 7 has a non-vanishing
Gausing curvature. Without loss of generality, we assume 0 # C. We denote
the set of all such hypersurfaces in R2n by H(2n). For x # 7 let N7 (x) be
the unit vector on the outward normal to 7 at x. We consider the given
energy problem of finding {>0 and an absolutely continuous curve
x: [0, {]  R2n such that
{x* (t)=JN7 (x(t)), x(t) # 7, \t # R,x({)=x(0). (1.11)
Definition 1.5. A solution ({, x) of the problem (1.11) with { being the
minimal period of x is called a closed characteristic on 7. Two such curves
({, x) and (_, y) are called geometrically distinct, if x(R){ y(R). Denote by
J(7) the set of all closed characteristics on 7, and by *J(7) the total
number of geometrically distinct elements in J(7). Let Hn(2n) be the set
of all 7 # H(2n) with *J(7)=n.
To cast the given energy problem (1.11) into a Hamiltonian version, we
follow [Ek3, Sect. V.3]. For a given 7 # H(2n) bounding a convex set C.
Without loss of generality we assume the origin is in the interior of C. Let
jC : R2n  [0, +) be the gauge function of C defined by
jC(0)=0 and jC(x)=inf {* } x* # C= for x{0.
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Fix a constant : satisfying 1<:<2 in this paper. As usual we define the
Hamiltonian function H: : R2n  [0, +) by
H:(x)= jC(x):, \x # R2n.
Then H: # C1(R2n, R) & C 2(R2n"[0], R) is convex and 7=H &1: (1). It is
well known that the problem (1.11) is equivalent to the problem
{x* (t)=JH$:(x(t)), H:(x(t))=1, \t # R,x({)=x(0). (1.12)
Denote by J(7, :) the set of all solutions ({, x) of the problem (1.11) with
{ being the minimal period of x. Note that elements in J(7) and J(7, :)
are one to one correspondent to each other. By [Ek3, Proposition I.6.13],
the Floquet multipliers with their multiplicity and Krein signs of
({, x) # J(7) do not depend on the particular choice of the Hamiltonian
function in (1.12). Thus the ellipticity and hyperbolicity of elements in
J(7) can be determined through corresponding elements in J(7, :).
The existence of at least one closed characteristic on any 7 # H(2n) was
first established by P. Rabinowitz [Ra] (for star-shaped hypersurfaces) and
A. Weinstein [We] independently in 1978. In [EH, EL, Sz], I. Ekeland,
H. Hofer, L. Lassoued, and A. Szulkin proved *J(7)2 for any
7 # H(2n) when n2. In the recent paper [HWZ], H. Hofer, K. Wysocki,
and E. Zehnder proved that *J(7) is either 2 or infinity for every
7 # H(4). A typical example of such a 7 # H2(4) is the weakly non-
resonant ellipsoid E2(r) defined by (1.13) below. As mentioned in [Ek3,
p. 23] by I. Ekeland, ‘‘Michael Herman, however has shown me how to
construct a 7/R4 which carries exactly two closed characteristics and is
arbitrarily close to (but different from ) an ellipsoid.’’
On the other hand, based on results of I. Ekeland in [Ek2], in the recent
paper [Lo9] the author proved that on every 7 # H(2n), either there are
infinitely many hyperbolic closed characteristics with their minimal periods
converging to infinity, or there is at least one non-hyperbolic closed charac-
teristic on 7. Therefore specially on every 7 # H2(4), there is at least one
elliptic closed characteristic.
For other related results on the existence of at least one elliptic closed
characteristic on certain strictly smaller subclasses of H(2n), we refer to
[Ek3, De, DE, DDE]. These results are related to the classical Problem 3
of the celebrated book [Ek3, p. 235] in 1990. We also note that recently
[LL2], C. Liu and the author proved that there is at least one non-hyper-
bolic closed characteristic on a class of strictly star-shaped hypersurfaces 7
in R2n with *J(7)<.
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For r=(r1 , ..., rn) with rk>0 for 1kn, let
En(r)={x=(x1 , ..., xn) # R2n } 12 :
n
k=1
|xi |2
r2i
=1= . (1.13)
If ri rj is irrational whenever i{j, this En(r) is called a weakly non-resonant
ellipsoid. Then it is well known that there are precisely n closed charac-
teristics on En(r), and all of them are strongly elliptic (cf. Ek3, Sect. I.7]).
This is the only known result so far for 7 # H2(4) with two elliptic closed
characteristics.
Our following second main result in this paper extends the case of
weakly non-resonant ellipsoids to any 7 # H2(4).
Theorem 1.6. For every 7 # H2(4), both of the two closed characteristics
on 7 must be elliptic.
Based upon the variational framework for closed characteristics on con-
vex hypersurfaces established by I. Ekeland in [Ek3] and some results of
the author in [Lo9], the main ingredient of the proof for Theorem 1.6 is
our above Theorem 1.3. For any 7 # H(2n), as in [Lo9] we define the
index covering set I(7, :) of 7 with : # (1, 2) by the union of all the
iterated Maslov-type index intervals of all variationally visible (cf. the
Section 6 below) closed characteristics on 7. Then there holds 2N&2+n
/I(7, :).
The new idea we introduced in the proof of Theorem 1.6 is that all the
closed characteristics ({, x) on 7 can be classified into finitely many
families according to the homotopy type of its associate symplectic matrix
#x({) by Theorem 1.2. Then for any 7 # H2(4), denote the two different
characteristics by ({, x) and (_, y). By the result in [Lo9], at least one of
them must be elliptic. Then there will be only finitely many possible pairs
of homotopy types of #x({) and #y(_) needing to be considered. In each of
these cases, by using Theorem 1.3, the integer set I(7, :) can be explicitly
computed out. If there was only one elliptic closed characteristic on 7, our
computation shows that the following absurd result must have held,
2N"I(7, :){<. (1.14)
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.6.
In Section 2, we give a brief review on the Maslov-type index theory. In
Section 3, iteration formulae of Maslov-type index theory for the most
basic case for P{(2) are established. In Section 4, we study the case of
hyperbolic paths, and elliptic paths in Sp(4). Based on these results, we
obtain Theorem 1.3. In Section 5, we study the mean index and iteration
inequalities of Maslov-type index via Theorem 1.3. In Section 6 we review
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the variational frame work for the proof of Theorem 1.6 and study basic
properties of closed characteristics on hypersurfaces in R2n. For 7 # H2(4),
we prove first that the global minimal closed characteristic ({, x) on 7
must be elliptic in Section 7 by checking (1.14) for every possible
homotopy type pair of the associated symplectic matrices of the two closed
characteristics. Then in Section 8, we prove that the other closed
characteristic (_, y) on 7 must be elliptic by the same method of (1.14).
We believe that the result of Theorem 1.6 can not be further improved
within H2(4). Based upon this theorem, it is natural to make the following
conjectures:
Conjecture 1. For any 7 # Hn(2n) with n2, all the closed charac-
teristics on 7 are elliptic.
We call a 7 # H(2n) real, if all the Floquet multipliers of every closed
characteristics on 7 are \1. We call a 7 # H(2n) strongly elliptic, if every
closed characteristics on 7 is strongly elliptic. Clearly any weakly non-
resonant ellipsoid En(r) is strongly elliptic.
Conjecture 2. There exists a continuous deformation of hypersurfaces
7s in Hn(2n) for s # [0, 1] which pushes the given weakly non-resonant
ellipsoid 70=En(r) to a real 71 # Hn(2n).
For any 7 # H2(4), let : # (1, 2). Let ({, x) and (_, y) # J(7, :) denote
the two closed characteristics. We call 7 a parabolic-degenerate hypersur-
face, if there hold i^{(x)=3, i^_( y)=6, and one of (1.15) and (1.16) for H: :
{#x({)rN1(1, 1)hN1(&1, a)#y(_)rN1(1, 1)hN1(1, b)
with a=1 or 0,
with b=1 or 0,
(1.15)
or
{#x({)rN1(1, 1)hN1(&1, &a)#y(_)rN1(1, 1)hN1(1, &b)
with a=1 or 0,
with b=1 or 0.
(1.16)
Note that all the matrices in (1.15) (or in (1.16)) are located in the same
side of (R3"[xz-plane]) _ [(1, 0, 0), (&1, 0, 0)] as shown in the Fig. 3.2
later. Because of our study in Sections 7 and 8, especially proofs of
Theorems 7.1 and 8.1, and discussions in the Remark 8.2, we make the
following conjecture on the structure of the closed characteristics on
7 # H2(4).
Conjecture 3. Every 7 # H2(4) is either strongly elliptic or parabolic-
degenerate.
We believe that Theorem 1.3 should play some role in the proof of
Conjectures 1 and 3. It is interesting to notice that our proof of
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Theorem 1.6 is related to some open problems on primes in number theory
(cf. Remark 8.3 at the end of this paper).
2. INTRODUCTION ON THE MASLOV-TYPE INDEX
THEORY FOR SYMPLECTIC PATHS
In this section we give a brief review on the Maslov-type index theory for
symplectic matrix paths. Let
Sp(2n)\=[M # Sp(2n) | \(&1)n&1 det(M&I )<0],
Sp(2n)*=Sp(2n)+ _ Sp(2n)&, Sp(2n)0=Sp(2n)"Sp(2n)*.
It is well known that Sp(2n)* possesses precisely two path connected com-
ponents Sp(2n)+ and Sp(2n)& containing M +n and M
&
n respectively, and
each one is simply connected in Sp(2n). For any M # Sp(2n), as in [LA]
we define :(M) to be the mod 2 number of the total multiplicity of eigen-
values of M strictly less than &1, and call it the hyperbolic index of M.
Note that :(M +n )=0 and :(M
&
n )=1. We have
Lemma 2.1 (cf. [LA, Lemma 2.1 and its proof]). (1%) There are
precisely two path connected components of Spth(2n) according to the value
of the hyperbolic index.
(2%) Sph(2)=Sp(2)0. When n2, according to the values of the
hyperbolic index, there are precisely two path connected components of
Sph(2n) which contain NhM +n&1 and NhM
&
n&1 respectively for some
N # Sp(2)0.
Fix {>0. Let
P{*(2n)=[# # P{(2n) | #({) # Sp(2n)*],
P0{(2n)=P{(2n)"P{*(2n).
The topology of P{(2n) is defined by the C0([0, {], Sp(2n))-topology
induced from the topology of Sp(2n). Define the product path ; V # by
; V #(t)={
#(2t),
;(2t&{),
0t
{
2
,
{
2
<t{.
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Definition 2.2 (cf. [Lo1]). For every # # P{(2n), we define
&{(#)=dim ker(#({)&I ).
Definition 2.3 (cf. [Lo1]). Given two paths #0 and #1 # P{(2n), if there
is a map $ # C([0, 1]_[0, {], Sp(2n)) such that $(0, } )=#0( } ), $(1, } )=
#1( } ), $(s, 0)=I, and &{($(s, } )) is constant for 0s1, then #0 and #1 are
homotopic on [0, {] along $( } , {) and we write #0 t#1 on [0, {] along
$( } , {). This homotopy possesses fixed end points if $(s, {)=#0({) for all
s # [0, 1].
Now we give an intuitive and at the same time rigorous definition of the
Maslov-type index theory for elements in P{(2) via the R3-cylindrical coor-
dinate representation of Sp(2) first introduced in [Lo2] of 1991 by the
author as follows. As well known, via the polar decomposition of each
element M in Sp(2),
M=\rz
z
(1+z2)r+\
cos %
sin %
&sin %
cos % + ,
we can define a map 8 from the element M in Sp(2) to (r, %, z) # R+_
S2?_R, where R+=[r # R | r>0]. This map 8 is a C-diffeomorphism.
In the following, for simplicity, we identify elements in Sp(2) and their
images in R"[z-axis] under 8. Note that the only known different
representation of Sp(2) was given by I. Gelfand and V. Lidsikii in [GL]
of 1955, which is based on the toral system of coordinates and maps Sp(2)
into an open solid torus.
Under this R3-cylindrical coordinate representation we have
Sp(2)0=[(r, %, z) # R+_S1_R | (r2+z2+1) cos %=2r].
This is shown in the Fig. 2.1 with (x, y, z)=(r cos %, r sin %, z). The picture
of Sp(2)0 & [z=0] is given in the Fig. 2.2.
Note that Sp(2)0 is a locally finite codimension 1 hypersurface in Sp(2).
We define an orientation Sp(2)0 at any point (r, %, z) # Sp(2)0 to be %
increasing direction, which is shown on Sp(2)0 & [z=0] in Fig. 2.2. From
the structure of Sp(2)0, the Maslov-type index theory via following
Definition 2.4 is well defined.
Define paths ,%, { , !\ # P{(2) for t # [0, {] by
,%, {(t)=R \t{ %+ , !+(t)=D \1+
t
{+ , !&(t)=D \2&
t
{+ . (2.1)
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FIG. 2.1. Sp(2)0 in R3-cylindrical coordinates.
Definition 2.4. Fix {>0. Let # # P{*(2). We define the Maslov-type
index of # by the following algebraic topological intersection number,
i{(#)=[Sp(2)0 : # V !&]. (2.2)
For any # # P0{(2), we define
i{(#)=inf[i{(;) | ; # P{*(2) and ; is sufficiently clos to # in P{(2)].
(2.3)
The following theorem extends the Definition 2.3 of the Maslov-type
index theory to and characterizes it on any continuous symplectic paths in
P{(2n).
Theorem 2.5 [Lo8, Theorem 1.4]. The Maslov-type index i{ : n # N
P{(2n)  Z, is uniquely determined by the following five axioms:
(1%) (Homotopy invariant) For #0 and #1 # P{(2n), if #0 t#1 on
[0, {], then
i{(#0)=i{(#1).
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FIG. 2.2. The oriented Sp(2)0 & [z=0] and the intersection definition.
(2%) (Symplectic additivity) For any #i # P{(2ni) with i=0 and 1,
there holds
i{(#0h#1)=i{(#0)+i{(#1).
(3%) (Clockwise continuity) For any # # P0{(2) with #({)=N1(1, b)
for b=\1 or 0, there exists a %0>0 such that
i{([#({) ,&%, {] V #)=i{(#), \0<%%0 .
(4%) (Counterclockwise jumping) For any # # P0{(2) with #({)=
N1(1, b) for b=\1, there exists a %0>0 such that
i{([#({) ,%, {] V #)=i{(#)+1, \0<%%0 .
(5%) (Normality) There holds i{(!+)=0.
The following theorems are very useful in our study of the iteration
formulae of the Maslov-type index.
Theorem 2.6 (Inverse homotopy invariant [Lo8, Theorem 6.4]). For
any two paths #0 and #1 # P{(2n) with i{(#0)=i{(#1), suppose that there exists
a continuous path h: [0, 1]  Sp(2n) such that h(0)=#0({), h(1)=#1({), and
dim ker(h(s)&I )=&{(#0) for all s # [0, 1]. Then #0 t#1 on [0, {] along h.
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Definition 2.7 (cf. [CZ, LZ, Lo1, Lo8]). For every path # # P{(2n),
Definition 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 assign a pair of integers (i{(#), &{(#)) # Z_
[0, ..., 2n] to it. This pair of integers is called the Maslov-type index of #.
When ({, x) is a solution of the problem (1.8), we define its Maslov-type
index via the associated symplectic path #x # P{(2n) by (i{(x), &{(x))=
(i{(#x), &{(#x)).
Theorem 2.8 (cf. [Lo8]). (1%) Fix any # # P{(2n). Then there holds
i{(#)=inf[i{(;) | ; # P{*(2n) and ; is C 0-close to #].
(2%) For any # # P{(2n) and =>0, let
f \(t)=#({) R(\t=)hn, \t # [0, {].
Then when =>0 is sufficiently small, there holds
i{(#)=i{( f & V #)=i{( f + V #)&&{(#).
3. ITERATION FORMULAE FOR PATHS IN Sp(2)
For *=\1 and | # U, we define
Sp(2)0*, \=[M # Sp(2) | P
&1MP=N1(*, b)
for some P # Sp(2) and b>0],
M|(2n)=[M # Sp(2n) | dimC kerC(M&|I )=1].
In this section, we study the Maslov-type indices for iterations of any path
in Sp(2). We use notations introduced in the sections 1 and 2. The following
lemmas are frequently used in our study on iterations.
Lemma 3.1. For % # R and {>0, there holds
i{(,%, {)=&2 _& %2?&+1={
2 _ %2?&+1
2 _ %2?&&1
if %{0 mod 2?,
if %=0 mod 2?.
Proof. This follows from the R3-cylindrical coordinate representation of
Sp(2) and a direct computation. K
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Lemma 3.2. Let : and ; # P{(2n). Suppose
:({)r;({), i{(:)=i{(;). (3.1)
Then there hold
im{(:m)=im{(;m), &m{(:m)=&m{(;m), \m # N. (3.2)
Proof. Set {=1. By (3.1), there is a path f : [0, 1]  00(:(1)) such that
f (0)=:(1) and f (1)=;(1). Thus by Theorem 2.6 and (3.1), there holds
:t; along f via a homotopy map $: [0, 1]2  Sp(2n). Since $(1, t)m=
f (t)m # 00(:(1)m) for any t # [0, 1] and m # N, extending $ to [0, 1]_
[0, m] yields a homotopy from :m to ;m along f m. Thus by (1%) of
Theorem 2.5, we obtain (3.2). K
Lemma 3.3. Let # # P{(2n) such that #({)=M1hM2 with Mj # Sp(2nj)
and n1+n2=n. Suppose paths #j # P{(2n j) with j=1 and 2 satisfy #j ({)=Mj
and i{(#)=i{(#1)+i{(#2). Then for any m # N there hold
im{(#m)=im{(#m1 )+im{(#
m
2 ), (3.3)
&m{(#m)=&m{(#m1 )+&m{(#
m
2 ). (3.4)
Proof. Set {=1. By Theorem 2.6, there holds #t(#1h#2) with fixed
end points via a homotopy map $: [0, 1]2  Sp(2n). Extending this $ to
[0, 1]_[0, m] yields a homotopy from #m to (#1 h#2)m=#m1 h#
m
2 . By (1%)
and (2%) of Theorem 2.5, we then obtain (3.3) and (3.4). K
According to the end matrix #({), we study the iteration of correspond-
ing path # # P{(2) in four cases.
Case 1. # # P{(2) with _(#({))=[1].
In this case we have the following result.
Theorem 3.4. For # # P{(2) with _(#({))=[1], one of the following
three cases must happen:
(1%) If #({) # Sp(2)01, & , then there holds
im{(#m)=m(i{(#)+1)&1, &m{(#m)=1, \m # N. (3.5)
(2%) If #({)=I, then there holds
im{(#m)=m(i{(#)+1)&1, &m{(#m)=2, \m # N. (3.6)
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(3%) If #({) # Sp(2)01, + , then there holds
im{(#m)=mi{(#), &m{(#m)=1, \m # N. (3.7)
Proof. We only prove (1%). The other two cases are similar and are left
to the readers. Without loss of generality, set {=1. Fix # # P01(2). Define
#s(t)=#(t) R(st%0), \t # [0, 1], s # [&1, 1], (3.8)
where %0>0 is so small such that there holds #s(1) # Sp(2)* for all
s # [&1, 1]"[0]. Then by our R3-cylindrical coordinate representation of
Sp(2) in Section 2, there hold
i1(#&s)=i1(#)=i1(#s)&1, \s # (0, 1], (3.9)
&1(#s)=0, \s # [&1, 1]"[0]. (3.10)
In the case of (1%), since #(1) # Sp(2)01, & , there holds #&1(1) # Sp(2)
&.
Thus i1(#) must be odd. By the definition of Sp(2)01, & , there hold #(1)
m #
Sp(2)01, & and &m(#)=1 for all m # N.
Choose a smooth path h: [0, 1]  Sp(2)0 such that h(0)=I, h(1)=#(1),
and h(s) # Sp(2)01, & for all s # (0, 1]. For k=i1(#)+1 and this path h we
define a new path $k, h : [0, +)  Sp(2) by
$k, h(t)=h V ,k?, 1(t), \t # [0, 1]. (3.11)
Using Lemma 3.2 and the definition of the Maslov-type index for the case
of #(1) # Sp(2)01, & , we obtain
#(0)=I=$k, h(0), #(1)=$k, h(1),
i1($k, h)=2 _i1(#)+12 &&1=i1(#).
Note that the path $k, h is a circular rotation composed with a dilation
within Sp(2)01, & . Thus the iterated index im($
m
k, h) can be easily computed
by induction using Fig. 3.1. By Lemma 3.2, this implies
im(#m)=im($mk, h)=2[m(i1+1)2]&1=m(i1+1)&1, \m # N.
Thus (3.5) holds. K
Case 2. # # P{(2) with _(#({))=[&1].
In this case we have the following result.
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FIG. 3.1. The computation of im($ mk, h).
Theorem 3.5. For # # P{(2) with _(#({))=[&1], one of the following
three cases must happen:
(1%) If #({) # Sp(2)0&1, + , then there holds
im{(#m)=mi{(#)&
1+(&1)m
2
,
(3.12)
&m{(#m)=
1+(&1)m
2
, \m # N.
(2%) If #({)=&I2 , then there holds
im{(#m)=mi{(#)&
1+(&1)m
2
,
(3.13)
&m{(#m)=1+(&1)m, \m # N.
(3%) If #({) # Sp(2)0&1, & , then there holds
im{(#m)=mi{(#), &m{(#m)=
1+(&1)m
2
, \m # N. (3.14)
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FIG. 3.2. The set Sp(2)0&1, \.
Proof. Note that there hold
N1(&1, \1) # Sp(2)0&1,  and
N1(&1, b)m=N1((&1)m, (&1)m&1mb), \m # N, b # R.
Since the proof of Theorem 3.7 is similar to that of Theorem 3.6, it is left
to readers. K
An explanation of Sp(2)0&1, \ is given in Fig. 3.2.
Case 3. # # P1(2) is truely hyperbolic.
In this case we have the following result.
Theorem 3.6. Suppose # # P{(2) with #({) # Spth(2). Then there holds
im{(#m)=mi{(#), &m{(#m)=0, \m # N. (3.15)
Proof. Set {=1. Suppose _(#(1))=[*, *&1] with * # R"[0]. We carry
out the proof in two steps for the cases of *>0. The other case of *<0 is
similar and left to the readers.
When *>0, we have #(1) # Sp(2)+. Thus i1(#) must be even. By a sym-
plectic coordinate change (i.e. the normal form theorem in [HL]), there
exists P # Sp(2) such that P&1#(1) P=D(*). Therefore there holds
_(#(m))=_(#(1)m)=[*m, *&m], \m # N. (3.16)
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Then we obtain #(1)m # Sp(2)+ and &m(#m)=0 for all m # N. Choose a
smooth path h: [0, 1]  Sp(2) such that h(0)=I, h(1)=#(1), and h(s) #
Sp(2)+ for all s # (0, 1]. For k=i1 and this path h we define a new path
$k, h : [0, +)  Sp(2) by (3.11). We obtain
#(0)=I=$k, h(0), #(1)=$k, h(1),
i1($k, h)=(2[i1(#)2]&1)+1=i1(#).
Then similar to the proof of (1%) of Theorem 3.5, by Lemma 3.2 this
implies
im(#m)=im($mk, h)=(2[mi1(#)2]&1)+1=mi1(#), \m # N.
Thus (3.15) holds. K
Case 4. # # P{(2) with _(#({))/U"R.
In this case we have the following result.
Theorem 3.7. Suppose # # P{(2) satisfies _(#({))=[|, |&1] with |=
e- &1 % and % # (0, ?) _ (?, 2?). By a symplectic coordinate change (i.e., the
normal form theorem in [LD]), there exists P # Sp(2) such that
P&1#({) P=R(% ) with % =% or 2?&%. (3.17)
Then for any m # N, there hold:
im{(#m)=m(i{(#)&1)+2 _m%

2?&+2I(m, % )&1, (3.18)
&m{(#m)=2&2I(m, % ), (3.19)
where I(m, % ) is defined in (1.6).
Proof. Set {=1. In this case, #(1) # Sp(2)&. Thus i1(#) must be odd. By
(3.17) there holds _(#~ (m))=_(#(1)m)=[|m, |&m] for all m # N. Define a
path ;: [0, +)  Sp(2) by
;(t)=R(t(i1&1) ?+t% ), \t0. (3.20)
We obtain #(0)=I2=;(0), and
i1(;)=2 _(i1(#)&1) ?+%

2? &+1=i1(#).
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Note that ; =;. By (3.12) there is a path h: [0, 1]  00(#(1)) connecting
h(0)=;(1) to h(1)=#(1). Thus by Lemma 3.2, it suffices to prove (3.18)
and (3.19) for ;.
If m% {0 mod 2?, (3.20) yields ;(m)=;(1)m  Sp(2)0. Thus we obtain
&m(;)=0 and
im(;)=2 _m(i1(;)&1) ?+m%

2? &+1
=m(i1(;)&1)+2 _m%

2?&+1, \m # N.
If m% =0 mod 2?, (3.20) yields ;(m)=I2 . We then obtain &m(;)=2 and
im(;)=2 _m((i1(;)&1) ?+%

2? &&1
=m(i1(;)&1)+2 _m%

2?&&1, \m # N.
Thus by the definition (1.6) of I(m, % ), (3.18) and (3.19) hold for ;. K
4. ITERATION FORMULAE FOR HYPERBOLIC AND
ELLIPTIC PATHS
In this section, firstly for {>0 we establish the iteration formulae of the
Maslov-type index theory for truly hyperbolic and hyperbolic paths.
Theorem 4.1. For any # # Pth{ (2n), there hold
im{(#m)=mi{(#), &m{(#m)=0, \m # N. (4.1)
Proof. Set {=1. Fix # # Pth{ (2n). Let M=#(1). The case of n=1 has
been studied in Section 3. We only prove the theorem for n2. By Lemma
2.1, there is a path f # C([0, 1], Spth(2n)) such that f (0)=#({) and
f (1)=M +n , i1(#) # 2Z, if :(#({))=0, (4.2)
f (1)=M &n , i1(#) # 2Z+1, if :(#({))=1. (4.3)
Since #(1)m # Spth(2n), we obtain the second equality in (4.1).
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Define ;\(t)=D(\(1+t)) for 0t1. Define
=(;+ V ,k?, 1)h;h(n&1)+ , if :(#({))=0, (4.4)
=(;& V ,k?, 1)h;h(n&2)+ , if :(#({))=1, (4.5)
where k=i{(#). Then by (4.2)(4.5) and Lemma 3.2, we obtain
im{(#m)=im{(m), \m # N. (4.6)
Together with Theorem 2.5, Lemmas 3.1 to 3.3, and Theorem 3.6, we
obtain the first equality in (4.1). K
Fix # # Ph{(2n). By Lemma 2.1, there is a path f # C([0, 1], Sp
h(2n) &
00(#({))) when n2 such that f (0)=#({) and
f (1)=N1(1, b(#({))hM +n&1 , if :(#({))=0, (4.7)
f (1)=N1(1, b(#({))hM &n&1 , if :(#({))=1, (4.8)
where b(#({))=1, 0, or &1 is uniquely determined by #({). Note that there
hold
i{(#) # 2Z, if b(#({))<0, :(#({))=0,
or b(#({))0, :(#({))=1, (4.9)
i{(#) # 2Z+1, if b(#({))0, :(#({))=0,
or b(#({))<0, :(#({))=1, (4.10)
Theorem 4.2. For any # # Ph{(2n) and any m # N, there hold
b(#({)m)=b(#({)), &m{(#m)=2&|b(#({))|, (4.11)
im{(#m)=m(i{(#)+1)&1, if b(#({)) # [0, 1], (4.12)
im{(#m)=mi{(#), if b(#({))=&1. (4.13)
Proof. Set {=1. When n=1, the conclusions follow from Theorem 2.6.
When n2, (4.11) follows from the fact f (1)m=P(N1(1, b(#(1))hM) P&1
for some P # Sp(2n), M # Sp(2(n&1))*, and all m # N. Let
g(t)=N1(1, tb(#(1)), \t # [0, 1].
and
={gh (;
+ V ,k?, 1)h;h(n&2)+ ,
gh (;& V ,k?, 1)h;h(n&2)+ ,
if :(#(1))=0,
if :(#(1))=1,
(4.14)
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where ;\ are defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1, k=i1(#)+1 if
b(#(1))=0 or 1, k=i1(#) if b(#(1))=&1. Thus by (4.9) and (4.10), the
path  is well defined.
Then by Lemma 2.2, we also get (4.6). Together with Theorems 2.5, 3.4,
and 3.6, we obtain (4.12) and (4.13). K
Based on Theorem 4.1, we further consider the following case on P{(4)
in addition to the four basic cases on P{(2) studied in Section 2, whose
proof depends on a understanding of the structure of Sp(4)0 near #({).
Case 5. # # P{(4) with #({)=N2(|, b) # M|(4) for | # U"R.
Using notations introduced in Section 1, let |=cos %+- &1 sin % with
% # (0, ?) _ (?, 2?) and b=( b1b3
b2
b3
) # L(R2). We have the following two
theorems according to N2(|, b) being nontrivial or trivial.
In order to study the strongly elliptic case, the following lemmas are
proved in [Lo11].
Lemma 4.3 [Lo11, Lemma 3.2]. For A and B # R, suppose the polyno-
mial equation,
*4&4A*3+B*2&4A*+1=0, (4.15)
possesses no real roots. Then
(1%) Equation (4.15) possesses two pairs of conjugate simple roots on
U if and only if 4A2+2>B.
(2%) Equation (4.15) possesses one pair of conjugate double roots on U
if and only if 4A2+2=B.
(3%) Equation (4.15) possesses four simple roots away from U _ R if
and only if 4A2+2<B.
Lemma 4.4 [Lo11, Lemma 3.3]. For |=e% - &1 with % # (0, 2?)"[?]
and b=( b1b3
b2
b4
) # L(R2), we consider the matrix M=N2(|, b) defined in
Section 1. Then
(1%) M # Sp(4) if and only if (b2&b3) cos %+(b1+b4) sin %=0. In
the following we always suppose M # Sp(4).
(2%) |=cos %+- &1 sin % and | are double eigenvalues of M.
(3%) dimC kerC(M&|I )=1 if and only if b2&b3 {0.
(4%) dimC kerC(M&|I )=2 if and only if b2&b3=0.
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(5%) There holds
det(M[R(%1)hR(%2)]&*I )
=*4&4A(%1 , %2) *3+B(%1 , %2) *2&4A(%1 , %2) *+1,
where denote by c=cos %, s=sin %, ci=cos %i , and si=sin %i for i=1 and
2, we have
4A(%1 , %2)=2c(c1+c2)+b1s1+b4s2 ,
B(%1 , %2)=2(c2+c2c1c2+c1c2&s2s1s2)&s(b2&b3)(s1 c2+s2 c1)
+2c(b1 s1 c2+b4s2c1)+(b1b4&b2 b3) s1 s2 .
Furthermore, there holds
4A2(%1 , %2)+2&B(%1 , %2)
=s2(s1+s2)2&s21&s
2
2+2(1&c1c2)
+s1[s(b2&b3) c2+c(c1&c2) b1]+s2[s(b2&b3) c1+c(c2&c1) b4]
+ 14 (b1 s1+b4 s2)
2&(b1 b4&b2b3) s1s2 .
(6%) Using the notation of (5%), there holds
D|(M[R(%1)hR(%2)])
=2(s2&c2)+8cA(%1 , %2)&B(%1 , %2)
=s1[s(b2&b3) c2+2b1c(1&c2)]+2s2(1&c1)
+s2[s(b2&b3) c1+2b4c(1&c1)]+2s2(1&c2)
+s1s2[2s2&(b1 b4&b2 b3)]&2(1+c2)(1&c1)(1&c2),
where D|(M)=(&1)n&1 |&n det(M&|I ) for any M # Sp(2n).
The following is the first main result in Case 5.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose # # P{(4) satisfies #({)=N2(|, b) # M|(4) with
|=e- &1 % and % # (0, ?) _ (?, 2?). Suppose N2(|, b) is nontrivial, i.e.,
(b2&b3) sin %<0. Then for any m # N there hold
im{(#m)=mi{(#)+2I(m, %)&2, &m{(#m)=2&2I(m, %), (4.16)
where I(m, %) # [0, 1] is defined by (1.6).
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Proof. We sketch the idea of our proof first. When #({)=N2(|, b) is
nontrivial, by a positive rotation on #({) we construct a hyperbolic path
‘+ V ; near # such that it satisfies
im(#m)=im((‘+ V #)m)&&m(#m).
Then from Theorem 4.2 for the path ‘+ V ;, we obtain the formulae (4.21).
Now we start our proof of Theorem 4.5. Without loss of generality, let
{=1. By direct computation we obtain the Krein type of | # _(N2(|, b))
is (1, 1), i.e., the signature ( p, q) of the quadratic form (- &1 Jy, y) for
y # kerC(M&|I )2 with ( } , } ) being the inner product of C2n when
M # Sp(2n).
We define
f (t)=MR((t&1) =)h2, \t # [0, 1], (4.17)
for some small = # (0, %2]. By Lemma 4.4, there holds
det( f (t)&*I4)=*4&4Af (t) *3+Bf (t) *2&4Af (t) *+1. (4.18)
Then denoting s=sin %, c=cos %, s1=sin((t&1) =) and c1=cos((t&1) =)
for j=1 and 2 there, by Lemma 4.4, we obtain that for sufficiently small
=>0 and t # [0, 1),
D|( f (t))=2s1c1 s(b2&b3)+o( |s1 | )>0, (4.19)
4A2f (t)+2&Bf (t)=2s1 c1s(b2&b3)+o( |s1 | )>0, (4.20)
where s1=sin((t&1) =)<0. Here the condition s(b2&b3)<0 is crucial.
Thus by Lemma 4.3, for 0t1 the matrix f (t) possesses two pairs of
simple eigenvalues [*1(t), *1(t), *2(t), *2(t)] such that for j=1 and 2,
*j # C([0, 1], U), *j (1)=|, *j (t){| and |*j (t)&|| is sufficiently small
for t # [0, 1) provided =>0 is small enough. Denote by *j (t)=exp
(;j (t) - &1) with ;j # C([0, 1], R) for j=1 and 2, and ;1(1)=;2(1)=%.
Note that f (t) is the fundamental solution of the system (1.1) with
B(t)=&Jf4 (t) f (t)&1 being positive definite. By a classical result as
described in [YS, Chap. 3] (cf. also [Ek3, Proposition I.3.2, p.17] with J
replaced by &J), when 0<t1, the eigenvalues *1(t) and *2(t) must have
different Krein type and located on different sides of | on U. Without loss
of generality, for 0t<1 we assume that *1(t) is Krein negative and *2(t)
is Krein positive and there holds
;1(t)>%>;2(t), \0t<1, (4.21)
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and ;1(t) and ;2(t) are strictly decreasing and increasing respectively when
t increases to 1.
Therefore letting =>0 be small enough, by Definition 2.4 and
Theorem 2.5 we obtain
i1(#)=i1( f V #) # 2Z, &1(#)=0. (4.22)
To continue our study, we fix an m # N"[1].
Since N2(|, b) is nontrivial, it can be connected to N2(|, R(%)) by a
path g: [0, 1]  00(N2(|, b)). Let
;= g V #. (4.23)
Then by Lemma 3.2 we obtain
im(#m)=im(;m), &m(#m)=&m(;m), \m # N. (4.24)
Thus it suffices to prove (4.16) for the path ;.
Note that there holds
;(1)m=N2(|, R(%))m=\R(m%)0
mR(m%)
R(m%) + , \m # N. (4.25)
Thus we obtain
;m(m)=;(1)m # Sp(2n)0 if and only if m%=0 mod 2?,
if and only if &m(;m)=2. (4.26)
By (1.6), this implies the second equality of (4.16).
Fix m # N. For a small =>0 we define
‘m(t)=N2(|, R(%))m R(t=)h2, \t # [&1, 1],
and let
‘m, +(t)=‘m(t) and ‘m, &(t)=‘m(&t) \t # [0, 1]. (4.27)
When =>0 is sufficiently small, both ‘1, & V ; and ‘1, + V ; are homotopic
to ;. Thus by Theorem 2.4 we obtain
i1(;)=i1(‘1, & V ;)=i1(‘1, + V ;). (4.28)
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Since m is fixed, we can further require =>0 to be much smaller such that
both ‘m, & V (;m)(m) and (‘1, & V ;)m (m) are in the same path connected
component of Sp(4)*. Then by Theorems 2.4 and 2.8 we obtain
im(;m)=im(‘m, & V (;m))=im((‘1, & V ;)m). (4.29)
Similarly there holds
im(‘m, + V (;m))=im((‘1, + V ;)m). (4.30)
By Lemma 4.4, we obtain
det(‘(t)&*I4)=*4&4A‘ (t) *3+B‘ (t) *2&4A‘ (t) *+1. (4.31)
When =>0 is sufficiently small, .=sin(t=) is a monotone increasing
function for t # [0, 1]. Denote its inverse function by t=(.). Define
g(.)#4A2‘((.))+2&B‘ ((.)), \. # [0, sin(=)]. (4.32)
Then by Lemma 4.3, the sign of the function g determines the situation of
eigenvalues of ‘(t). Then for sufficiently small =>0 and . # [0, sin(=)], by
direct computation via Lemma 4.4 we obtain
g(0)=0,
dg
d.
(0)=(b2&b3) sin %. (4.33)
Therefore since N2(|, b) is nontrivial, there holds (b2&b3) sin %<0. Then
by (4.32), (4.33), and Lemma 4.3, for any t # (0, 1] the matrix ‘1, +(t)
possesses four eigenvalues outside U and ‘1, &(t) possesses four eigenvalues
on U. Specially, ‘1, + V ; is a truly hyperbolic path in Sp(4).
By (4.29), (4.30), Theorems 2.8 and 4.1, and the truly hyperbolicity of
‘1, + V ;, we then obtain
im(;m)=im((‘1, & V ;)m)
=im((‘1, + V ;)m)&&m(;m)
=mi1(‘1, + V ;)&&m(;m)
=mi1(;)&&m(;m). (4.34)
Then by the second equality of (4.16), we obtain the first one of (4.16) for
the path ;. The proof is complete. K
The second main result in Case 5 is the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.6. Suppose # # P{(4) satisfies #({)=N2(|, b) # M|(4) with
|=e- &1 % and % # (0, ?) _ (?, 2?). Suppose N2(|, b) is trivial, i.e., (b2&b3)
sin %>0. Then there hold
im{(#m)=mi{(#), &m{(#m)=2&2I(m, %). (4.35)
Proof. Set {=1. Since N2(|, b) is trivial, it can be connected to
N2(|, &R(%)) by a path ’: [0, 1]  00(N2(|, b)). Let ;=’ V #. Then
instead of (4.25) we obtain
;(1)m=N2(|, &R(%))m=\R(m%)1
&mR(m%)
R(m%) + , \m # N. (4.36)
Thus we obtain
;m(m)=;(1)m # Sp(2n)0 if and only if m%=0 mod 2?,
if and only if &m(;m)=2. (4.37)
Thus the second equality in (4.35) holds. Using notations defined in the
proof of Theorem 4.5, since (b2&b3) sin %>0, the path ‘1, & V ; is truly
hyperbolic. Thus by (4.36), (4.37), and Theorem 4.1, similar to our proof
of Theorem 4.5 we obtain
im(;m)=im((!& V ;)m)=mi1(!& V ;)=mi1(;).
This proves the first equality in (4.35). K
Based on our studies in Sections 2 to 4, for any {>0 we can give the
following proof of Theorem 1.3 to establish the iteration formulae of the
Maslov-type index theory for any paths in Sp(2n).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Theorem 1.2, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, and our
studies in Sections 2, 3, and 4, summing results in Cases 1 to 5, we obtain
Theorem 1.3. K
5. OTHER ITERATION PROPERTIES
Based on the iteration formulae Theorem 1.3, we briefly indicate how
other iteration properties of the Maslov-type index theory for any paths in
Sp(2n) can be derived.
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Corollary 5.1. (1%) Using notations of Theorem 1.3, for any
# # P{(2n) there hold
i^{(#)# lim
m  +
im{(#m)
m
=i{(#)+ p&+ p0&r+ :
r
j=1
%j
?
# R, (5.1)
=2+(i{(#)&n)+( p&&1)+ p0+(n&r&1)+ :
r
j=1
%j
?
, (5.2)
lim
m  +
&m{(#m)
m
=0. (5.3)
Here i^{(#) is the Maslov-tye mean index of # per { firstly introduced in
[Lo10].
(2%) Moreover, suppose that there further hold
i{(#)n2 and p&1. (5.4)
Then
i^{(#)>2. (5.5)
Proof. Part (1%) follows from Theorem 1.3. By the fact p&1, we
obtain rn&1. Under the condition (5.4), if r=0, then n&r&1
n&1>0. Thus (5.5) holds. If r>0, then there exists at least one %j>0.
Thus (5.5) also holds. K
Note that by definition, there holds K
i^m{(#m)=mi^{(#). (5.6)
As applications of Theorem 1.3, next we give different proofs to some
results in [LL1, LL3].
Corollary 5.2 [LL1, Theorem of], cf. also [LL3, 1% of Theorem 1.1].
For any {>0, # # P{(2n), and m # N, there holds
mi^{(#)&nim{(#m)mi^{(#)+n&&m{(#m). (5.7)
Proof. Using notations in Theorem 1.3, we obtain
&{(#)& p&& p0&n :
r
j=1
%j ?&rn& p&& p0 .
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By 5.1 this implies
i{(#)+&{(#)&n i^{(#)i{(#)+n. (5.8)
Then by (5.6) and (5.8), we obtain (5.7). K
Corollary 5.3 [LL3, cf. 1% of Theorem 1.2]. For any {>0, # # P{(2n),
and m # N, there holds
m(i{(#)+&{(#)&n)+n&&{(#)
im{(#m)
m(i{(#)+n)&n&(&m{(#m)&&{(#)). (5.9)
Proof. It suffices to note that the iteration formulae established for the
five basic cases in Ssections 2 and 3 make (5.9) hold respectively. Then by
Theorem 1.2 and the symplectic additivity of the Maslov-type index theory
given by [LL3, Theorem 1.4], we obtain (5.9) for general symplectic
paths. K
Remark 5.4. The necessary and sufficient condition for any equality
with some m # N to hold in (5.7) and (5.9) has been proved in [LL3].
Note that the iteration equality Theorem 5.1 of [DL] for non-degenerate
symplectic paths, and iteration inequality Theorem 8.3 of [DL] for
degenerate symplectic paths can also be derived from our Theorem 1.3
similarly. The details are left to the readers.
6. VARIATIONAL PROPERTIES OF CLOSED CHARACTERISTICS
To solve the given energy problem (1.12) as in [Ek3] but with our J in
(1.1) instead, we consider the following fixed period problem with : # (1, 2)
and H: given in Section 1,
{z* (t)=JH$:(z(t)), \t # R,z(1)=z(0). (6.1)
We define the dual function H:* of H: by
H:*(x)= sup
y # R2n
[ y } x&H( y)].
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For 1<:<2, we define
E:={u # L(:&1):(RZ), R2n) } |
1
0
u dt=0=. (6.2)
We denote the ClarkeEkeland dual action functional f: : E:  R by
f:(u)=|
1
0
[ 12 (Ju } 6u)+H:*(&Ju)] dt, (6.3)
where 6u is defined by ddt6u=u and 
1
0 6u dt=0. Then f: # C
2(E: , R).
Suppose u # E: is a nontrivial critical point of f: . By [Ek3], there exists
!u # R2n such that zu(t)=6u(t)+!u is a 1-periodic solution of the problem
(6.1). Denote the Ekeland index and nullity (cf. [Ek3] for details) of f: at
u by iE1 (u) and &
E
1 (u), respectively. We denote the corresponding
Maslov-type indices of zu by (i1(zu), &1(zu)). Let h=H:(zu(t)) and 1m be
the minimal period of zu for some m # N. Define
xu(t)=h&1:zu(h(2&:):t) and {=
1
m
h(:&2):. (6.4)
Then there hold xu(t) # 7 for all t # R and ({, xu) # J(7, :). Note that the
period 1 of zu corresponds to the period m{ of the solution (m{, xmu ) of
(1.12) with minimal period {. Here for any {-periodic solution x of (1.12)
we define
xm(t)=x(t& j{), \j{t( j+1) {, j=0, 1, 2, ..., m,
and
(im{(xm), &m{(xm))=(im{(#mx ), &m{(#
m
x )), \m # N.
We need the following lemmas.
Lemma 6.1 (cf. [Br, Lo9]). For u and xu defined above, there hold
i1(xu)=iE1 (u)+n and &1(xu)=&
E
1 (u). (6.5)
Lemma 6.2 (cf. [Lo9]). For zu , xu , {, and m defined above, there hold
im{(xmu )=i1(zu) and &m{(x
m
u )=&1(zu). (6.6)
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On the other hand, every solution ({, x) # J(7, :) gives rise to a
sequence [zxm]m # N of solutions of the problem (6.1), and a sequence
[uxm]m # N of critical points of f: defined by
zxm(t)=(m{)
&1(2&:) x(m{t), (6.7)
uxm(t)=(m{)
(:&1)(2&:) x* (m{t). (6.8)
A direct consequence of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 is
ni{(x), \({, x) # J(7, :). (6.9)
For a direct proof we refer to [DL]. By [Ek3, Lemma V.2.2, p. 200 and
(V.3.45), p. 221], for all m # N there holds
f:(uxm)=&\1&:2+\
2m
:
A({, x)+
&:(2&:)
, (6.10)
where
A({, x)= 12 |
{
0
(&Jx* } x) dt. (6.11)
Following [Ek3, Section V.3], denote by ‘‘ind’’ the S1-action cohomol-
ogy index theory for S1-invariant subset of E: defined in [Ek3] (cf. also
[FR] for the original definition). For [ f:]c #[u # E: | f:(u)c] define
ck=inf[c<0 | ind([ f:]c)k]. (6.12)
Then there hold
&<min
u # E:
f:(u)=c1c2 } } } ckck+1 } } } <0, (6.13)
ck  0 as k  +, (6.14)
Lemma 6.3 [Ek3, Proposition V.3.3]). All the ck ’s are critical values of
f: . If there holds ck=ck+1 for some k # N, then *J(7)=+.
For ({, x) # J(7), if there exists an : # (1, 2) and sufficiently close to 2
such that there holds f:(ux1)=c1 , we call ({, x) # J(7) a global minimum
(for H:). Two elements ({, x) and (_, y) of J(7) are called geometrically
distinct and we denote by [({, x)]{[(_, y)], if x(R){y(R).
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By [Ek3, Theorem V.3.4], for each k # N there exists a function uk # E:
such that there hold
f $:(uk)=0 and f:(uk)=ck , (6.15)
iE1 (uk)2k&2i
E
1 (uk)+&
E
1 (uk)&1. (6.16)
Based upon this result of Ekeland, the following definitions are introduced
in [Lo9].
Definition 6.4 (cf. [Lo9]). For 7 # H(2n) and : # (1, 2), ({, x) #
J(7, :) is (m, k)-variationally visible, if there exist some m and k # N such
that for uxm defined by (6.8) there hold
f $:(uxm)=0 and f:(u
x
m)=ck , (6.17)
im{(xm)2k&2+nim{(xm)+&m{(xm)&1. (6.18)
This ({, x) is -variationally visible, if there are infinitely many pairs (m, k)
such that (6.17) and (6.18) hold for uxm and x respectively. We denote the
set of all (m, k)-variationally visible closed characteristics on 7 by
Vm, k(7, :), and define
V(7, :)= .
m, k # N
Vm, k(7, :),
V(7, :)=[({, x) # V(7, :) | ({, x) is -variationally visible].
For ({, x) # V(7, :), we define the variationally visible index cover set
Iv7, :({, x) and the index cover set I7, :({, x) of ({, x) respectively by
Iv7, :({, x)=[q # N | _m, k # N such that ({, x) # Vm, k(7, :) and
q # [im{(xm), im{(xm)+&m{(xm)&1]].
I7, :({, x)=N & \ .m # N [im{(x
m), im{(xm)+&m{(xm)&1]+ .
We define the variationally visible index cover set Iv(7, :), the index cover
set I(7, :) of (7, :), and the hyperbolic variationally visible index cover set
Ih(7, :), respectively by
Iv(7, :)=. [Iv7, :({, x) | ({, x) # V(7, :)],
I(7, :)=. [I7, :({, x) | ({, x) # V(7, :)],
Ih(7, :)=. [I7, :({, x) | hyperbolic ({, x) # V(7, :)].
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By Definition 6.4, for 1<:<2 there always holds
(2N&2+n)/Iv(7, :)/I(7, :)/N, \7 # H(2n). (6.19)
Note that for any weakly non-resonant ellipsoid En(r) defined by (1.13),
and : # (1, 2), the index cover sets of the n closed characteristics are
mutually disjoint and there holds
I(En(r), :)=2N&2+n. (6.20)
Lemma 6.5 [Lo9, Lemma 3.2]. Fix 7 # H(2n) and : # (1, 2). For any
({, x) # J(7, :), there exist P # Sp(2n) and M # Sp(2n&2) such that there
holds
#x({)=P(N1(1, 1)hM) P&1, (6.21)
where N1(1, 1) is defined in Section 1.
Remark 6.6. The Maslov-type mean index i^{(x) for any ({, x) # J(7)
coincides with the Ekeland mean index defined in [Ek3], and in fact is a
geometric invariant of ({, x) independent of the choice of the Hamiltonian
function used to define it provided, for example, 7 is of contact type. We
refer the readers to [LL2] for proofs.
Lemma 6.7 [Ek3, Theorem I.7.7, p. 73; EH, (i) of Theorem 2, p. 425].
For any 7 # H(2n) with n2, there holds
i^{(x)>2, \({, x) # J(7), (6.22)
Proof. Here we give a new proof of (6.22), which is different from that
given in [Ek3, EH].
Since the Maslov-type mean index is independent of the choice of
Hamiltonian functions, we fix : # (1, 2) sufficiently close to 2. For any
({, x) # J(7), (5.2) holds by Corollary 5.1, where p& , p0 , r # [0] _ N, and
%j>0 (if r>0) in (5.2) are uniquely determined by the associated matrix
#x({). By Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, we have i{(x)n. By Lemma 6.5, we have
p&1 and rn&1. Then (6.22) follows from Corollary 5.1. K
Note that the proofs of [Ek3, p. 230], only need ({, x) to be -variationally
visible; thus we obtain
Lemma 6.8 (cf. [Ek3, Theorem V.3.15, p. 230]). Fix 7 # H(2n) and
: # (1, 2). Then
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(1%) If *J(7)<+, there exists ;(7, :) # (0, +) such that
A({, x)>0,
i^{(x)
A({, x)
=;(7, :), \({, x) # V(7, :). (6.23)
(2%) There holds
:
({, x) # V(7, :)
1
i^{(x)

1
2
. (6.24)
Lemma 6.9. Suppose 7 # H(2n) with n2 and : # (1, 2). Suppose
({, x) # V(7, :) is a global minimum for H: . Then there holds
i{(x)=n. (6.25)
Moreover, for any (_, y) # V(7, :) with [(_, y)]{[({, x)], there holds
i^{(x) i^_( y). (6.26)
The equality in (6.26) holds if and only if (_, y) is a global minimum for H: .
Proof. Note that c1 is the global minimal value of f: on E: by (6.13).
Thus iE1 (u
x
1)=0. Note that here in (6.4) and (6.6), m=1. Then from
Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 we obtain (6.25).
On the other hand, for any other (_, y) # V(7, :), we have
f:(ux1)=c1 f:(u
y
1 ). (6.27)
Then by (6.10) we obtain
A({, x)A(_, y). (6.28)
Since both ({, x) and (_, y) are in V(7, :), by (6.23) we obtain (6.26).
By (6.13), (6.23), (6.27), and (6.28), the last conclusion on the necessary
and sufficient condition of the equality in (6.26) holds. K
Lemma 6.10 [Lo9, Corollary 1.10]. (1%) For 7 # H(2n) with n2
and : # (1, 2), suppose that there exists some b>0 such that
{b, \ hyperbolic ({, x) # V(7, :). (6.29)
Then either there exists at least one non-hyperbolic ({, x) # V(7, :), or
there exist infinitely many hyperbolic ({, x) # V(7, :).
(2%) Especially, if *J(7)<, then there exists at least one
({, x) # V(7, :) which is non-hyperbolic.
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Proof. It is sufficient to notice that at the last part in the proof of
Theorem 1.9 of [Lo9], there exist infinitely many prime number p such
that
{
2 }
p+1&n
2
&2+n  Ih(7, :),
2 }
2p+1&n
2
&2+n  Ih(7, :),
if n # 2N,
if n # 2N&1.
(6.30)
Therefore (1%) holds. Then (2%) follows. K
Lemma 6.11. For 7 # H(2n) with n2 and : # (1, 2), suppose *J(7)
=2. Let ({, x) # J(7) be a global minimum for H: . Let (_, y) # J(7)
satisfy [(_, y)]{[({, x)].
(1%) Both the two orbits are -variationally visible, i.e.,
J(7)=V(7, :). (6.31)
(2%) There holds
i^{(x)4. (6.32)
(3%) There holds
i^{(x) i^_( y)2+
4
i^{(x)&2
. (6.33)
Proof. (1%) By (1%) of Lemma 6.10, there is at least one element in
J(7) which is -variationally visible. If the other one is not in V(7, :),
then we get a contradiction from (6.22) and (6.24).
(2%) If (6.32) does not hold, by (1%) and (6.26) we obtain
i^_( y) i^{(x)>4. This contradicts to (6.24).
(3%) This follows from (6.22), (6.26), and (6.24). K
Lemma 6.12. Suppose n # 2N. Let 7 # H(2n) and : # (1, 2). Suppose
({, x) # V(7, :) is hyperbolic. Then there hold
#x({)rN1(1, 1)hD(&2)hD(2)h(n&2), (6.34)
im{(xm)=m(i{(x)+1)&1, &m{(xm)=1, \m # N, (6.35)
i{(x) # 2N, i{(x)n, i^{(x)=i{(x)+1, (6.36)
I7, :({, x)=[m(i{(x)+1)&1 | m # N]. (6.37)
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Proof. Since ({, x) # J(7, :) is hyperbolic, by Theorem 1.2 we have
either (6.34) or
#x({)rN1(1, 1)hD(2)h(n&1). (6.38)
Thus by Theorem 1.3, (6.35) and (6.37) hold. In the case of (6.38), we then
have i{(x) being odd. Thus I7, :({, x)/2N&1 by (6.37). Since n is even,
this implies
I7, :({, x) & (2N&2+n)=<.
This contradicts to the fact ({, x) # V(7, :). Then (6.34) must hold. Thus
(6.36) holds by (6.9), (6.34), and (6.35). K
Lemma 6.13. Let 7 # H(2n) and : # (1, 2). Suppose that there exist k
and p # N, and some ({, x) # J(7, :) such that
[2k&2+n, 2k+n]/[ip{(x p), ip{(x p)+&p{(x p)&1], (6.39)
[2k&2+n, 2k+n] & [im{(xm), im{(xm)+&m{(xm)&1]=<,
\m # N"[ p], (6.40)
[2k&2+n, 2k+n] & Iv7, :(_, y)=<, (6.41)
for any (_, y) # V(7, :) with [(_, y)]{[({, x)]. Then there hold
({, x) # Vp, k(7, :) & Vp, k+1(7, :), (6.42)
*J(7)=+. (6.43)
Proof. By (6.15), (6.16), (6.39), (6.40), (6.41), and Definition 6.4, we
must have (6.42). Then there holds
ck= f:(uxp)=ck+1 . (6.44)
Thus by Lemma 6.3, we obtain (6.43). K
7. ELLIPTICITY OF THE GLOBAL MINIMAL CLOSED
CHARACTERISTIC
In this section for a given hypersurface 7 # H2(4), we study the elliplicity
of the global minimal closed characteristic. Note that the homotopy type
of #x({) for ({, x) # J(7) in general does depend on the choice of the
Hamiltonian functions. Therefore in our studies in Sections 7 and 8, we
always fix an : # (1, 2) and use this fixed H: in all the discussions.
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Theorem 7.1. Fix any 7 # H2(4). Let ({, x) # J(7) be a global minimum
for H: with some : # (1, 2). Then ({, x) is elliptic.
Proof. This section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. Since the
ellipticity of any element in J(7) is independent from the choice of the
Hamiltonian functions by [Ek3, Proposition I.6.3], we can start our proof
by fixing our H: with an : # (1, 2). Note that now (6.19) becomes
2N/Iv(7, :)=Iv7, :({, x) _ I
v
7, :(_, y)/I(7, :)
=I7, :({, x) _ I7, :(_, y), (7.1)
for (_, y) # J(7) with [(_, y)]{[({, x)].
Now assuming the given global minimum ({, x) is hyperbolic, we prove
the theorem indirectly. By Lemmas 6.9 and 6.12, we then obtain
#x({)rN1(1, 1)hD(&2), (7.2)
i{(x)=2, i^{(x)=3, (7.3)
im{(xm)=3m&1, &m{(xm)=1, \m # N, (7.4)
I7, :({, x)=3N&1. (7.5)
From (7.1) and (7.5), we then obtain
(2N)"(3N&1)=[6m&2, 6m | m # N]
=[4, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18, ...]/I7, :(_, y). (7.6)
Next we study the set I7, :(_, y) according to the possible homotopy
types of #y(_). Note that by Lemma 6.11 or (7.6), we have (_, y) #
V(7, :). By (2%) of Lemma 6.10, the (_, y) must be non-hyperbolic. By
Lemmas 6.5 and 6.11, there exists a basic normal form M # Sp(2) such that
_(M)/U and the following hold,
#y(_)rN1(1, 1)hM, (7.7)
i_( y)2, 3 i^_( y)6. (7.8)
Now we check through all possible eight homotopy types for M to
complete the proof.
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Case 1. #y(_)rN1(1, 1)hN1(1, 1).
In this case, by the definition of the Maslov-type index theory and
Theorem 1.3, we obtain i_( y)2 must be even, and
im_( ym)=m(i_( y)+2)&2, &m_( ym)=2, \m # N. (7.9)
Thus i^_( y)=i_( y)+2 must be 4 or 6 by (7.8).
If i^_( y)=4, we obtain im_( ym)=4m&2 for any m # N. Thus
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N [4m&2, 4m&1]+
=N & ([2, 3] _ [6, 7] _ } } } ). (7.10)
Then 4  I7, :(_, y). This contradicts to (7.6).
If i^_( y)=6, we obtain im_( ym)=6m&2 for any m # N. Thus
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N [6m&2, 6m&1]+
=N & ([4, 5] _ [10, 11] _ } } } ). (7.11)
Then 6  I7, :(_, y). This also contradicts to (7.6).
Thus this case can not happen.
Case 2. #y(_)rN1(1, 1)hI2 .
In this case, by the definition of the Maslov-type index theory and
Theorem 1.3, we obtain i_( y)2 must be even, and
im_( ym)=m(i_( y)+2)&2, &m_( ym)=3, \m # N. (7.12)
Thus i^_( y)=i_( y)+2 must be 4 or 6 by (7.8).
If i^_( y)=4, we obtain im_( ym)=4m&2 for any m # N. Thus
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N [4m&2, 4m]+
=N & ([2, 4] _ [6, 8] _ [10, 12] _ [14, 16] _ } } } ). (7.13)
Thus the integers 10 and 12 in (7.6) must be covered by nothing else but
the same index interval
N & [i3_( y3), i3_( y3)+&3_( y3)&1].
By Lemma 6.13, this contradicts the fact *J(7)=2.
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If i^_( y)=6, we obtain im_( ym)=6m&2 for any m # N. Thus
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N [6m&2, 6m]+
=N & ([4, 6] _ [10, 12] _ [16, 18] _ } } } ). (7.14)
Thus the integers 4 and 6 in (7.6) must be covered by nothing else but the
same index interval
N & [i_( y), i_( y)+&_( y)&1].
By Lemma 6.13, this also contradicts the fact *J(7)=2.
Thus this case cannot happen.
Case 3. #y(_)rN1(1, 1)hN1(1, &1).
In this case, by the definition of the Maslov-type index theory and
Theorem 1.3, we obtain i_( y)2 must be odd, and
im_( ym)=m(i_( y)+1)&1, &m_( ym)=2, \m # N. (7.15)
Thus i^_( y)=i_( y)+1 must be 4 or 6 by (7.8).
If i^_( y)=4, we obtain im_( ym)=4m&1 for any m # N. Thus
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N [4m&1, 4m]+
=N & ([3, 4] _ [7, 8] _ } } } ). (7.16)
Then 6  I7, :(_, y). This contradicts (7.6).
If i^_( y)=6, we obtain im_( ym)=6m&1 for any m # N. Thus
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N [6m&1, 6m]+
=N & ([5, 6] _ [11, 12] _ } } } ). (7.17)
Then 4  I7, :(_, y). This also contradicts (7.6).
Thus this case cannot happen.
Case 4. #y(_)rN1(1, 1)hN1(&1, 1).
In this case, by the definition of the Maslov-type index theory and
Theorem 1.3, we obtain i_( y)2 must be even, and
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im_( ym)=m(i_( y)+1)&1,
(7.18)
&m_( ym)=1+
1+(&1)m
2
, \m # N.
Thus i^_( y)=i_( y)+1 must be 3 or 5 by (7.8).
If i^_( y)=3, we obtain im_( ym)=3m&1 for any m # N. Thus
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N ([6m&4] _ [6m&1, 6m])+
=N & ([2] _ [5, 6] _ [8] _ [11, 12] _ } } } ). (7.19)
Then 4  I7, :(_, y). This contradicts (7.6).
If i^_( y)=5, we obtain im_( ym)=5m&1 for any m # N. Thus
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N ([10m&6] _ [10m&1, 10m])+
=N & ([4] _ [9, 10] _ [14] _ [19, 20] _ } } } ). (7.20)
Then 6  I7, :(_, y). This also contradicts (7.6).
Thus this case cannot happen.
Case 5. #y(_)rN1(1, 1)h (&I2).
In this case, by the definition of the Maslov-type index theory and
Theorem 1.3, we obtain i_( y)2 must be even, and
im_( ym)=m(i_( y)+1)&1&
1+(&1)m
2
,
(7.21)
&m_( ym)=2+(&1)m, \m # N.
Thus i^_( y)=i_( y)+1 must be 3 or 5 by (7.8).
If i^_( y)=3, we obtain
im_( ym)=3m&1&
1+(&1)m
2
, \m # N.
Then
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N ([6m&4] _ [6m&2, 6m])+
=N & ([2] _ [4, 6] _ [8] _ [10, 12]
_ [14] _ [16, 18] _ } } } ). (7.22)
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Thus the integers 10 and 12 in (7.6) must be covered by nothing else but
the same index interval
N & [i4_( y4), i4_( y4)+&4_( y4)&1].
By Lemma 6.13, this contradicts to the fact *J(7)=2.
If i^_( y)=5, we obtain
im_( ym)=5m&1&
1+(&1)m
2
, \m # N.
Thus
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N ([10m&6] _ [10m&2, 10m])+
=N & ([4] _ [8, 10] _ [14] _ [18, 20] _ } } } ). (7.23)
Then 6  I7, :(_, y). This contradicts (7.6).
Thus this case cannot happen.
Case 6. #y(_)rN1(1, 1)hN1(&1, &1).
In this case, by the definition of the Maslov-type index theory and
Theorem 1.3, we obtain i_( y)2 must be even, and
im_( ym)=m(i_( y)+1)&1&
1+(&1)m
2
,
(7.24)
&m_( ym)=1+
1+(&1)m
2
, \m # N.
Thus i^_( y)=i_( y)+1 must be 3 or 5 by (7.8).
If i^_( y)=3, we obtain
im_( ym)=3m&1&
1+(&1)m
2
, \m # N.
Thus
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N ([6m&4] _ [6m&2, 6m&1])+
=N & ([2] _ [4, 5] _ [8] _ [10, 11] _ } } } ). (7.25)
Then 6  I7, :(_, y). This contradicts (7.6).
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If i^_( y)=5, we obtain
im_( ym)=5m&1&
1+(&1)m
2
, \m # N.
Thus
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N ([10m&6] _ [10m&2, 10m&1])+
=N & ([4] _ [8, 9] _ [14] _ [18, 19] _ } } } ). (7.26)
Then 6  I7, :(_, y). This contradicts (7.6).
Thus this case cannot happen.
Case 7. #y(_)rN1(1, 1)hR(%) with % # (0, 2?) and %? # R"Q.
In this case, by the definition of the Maslov-type index theory and
Theorem 1.3, we obtain i_( y)2 must be even, and for m # N there hold
im_( ym)=mi_( y)+2 _m%2?& , &m_( ym)=1. (7.27)
Thus by (7.8) from i^_( y)=i_( y)+%? we obtain
i^_( y)=2+
%
?
with ?<%<2?,
or
i^_( y)=4+
%
?
with 0<%<2?.
If i^_( y)=2+%?, we have
im_( ym)=2m+2 _m%2?& , \m # N.
Thus (i_( y), &_( y))=(2, 1), and im_( ym)6 for all m2. Then
4  I7, :(_, y). This contradicts to (7.6).
If i^_( y)=4+%?, we have
im_( ym)=4m+2 _m%2?& , \m # N.
Thus (i_( y), &_( y))=(4, 1), and im_( ym)>8 for all m2. Then
6  I7, :(_, y). This contradicts (7.6).
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Thus this case cannot happen.
Case 8. #y(_)rN1(1, 1)hR(%) with % # (0, ?) _ (?, 2?) and %?=
pq # Q for some p, q # N with ( p, q)=1.
In this case, by the definition of the Maslov-type index theory and
Theorem 1.3, we obtain i_( y)2 must be even, and for m # N there hold
im_( ym)=mi_( y)+2 _m%2?&+2I(m, %)&2, (7.28)
&m_( ym)=3&2I(m, %).
Thus i^_( y)=i_( y)+ pq may take the values
i^_( y)=2+
p
q
with 0<q<p<2q,
or
i^_( y)=4+
p
q
with 0<p<2q.
If i^_( y)=2+ pq, we have
im_( ym)=2m+2 _mp2q &+2I(m, %)&2, \m # N.
Thus (i_( y), &_( y))=(2, 1), and im_( ym)6 for all m2. Then
4  I7, :(_, y). This contradicts (7.6).
If i^_( y)=4+ pq, we must have
im_( ym)=4m+2 _mp2q &+2I(m, %)&2, \m # N.
Thus (i_( y), &_( y))=(4, 1). If 0<pq<1, we have im_( ym)8 for all m2.
If 1<pq<2, we have im_( ym)10 for all m2. Then we get
6  I7, :(_, y). This contradicts (7.6).
Thus this case cannot happen.
The contradictions in the above eight cases show that ({, x) must be
elliptic, and completes the proof of Theorem 7.1. K
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8. ELLIPTICITY OF THE SECOND CLOSED CHARACTERISTIC
In this section for a given hypersurface 7 # H2(4), we study the elliplicity
of the second closed characteristic. Note that Theorem 1.6 follows from
Theorems 7.1 and 8.1.
Theorem 8.1. Fix any 7 # H2(4). In J(7), let ({, x) be a global minimal
closed characteristic, and (_, y) be the other one. Then (_, y) is elliptic.
Proof. This section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. As in
Section 7, we fix H: with an : # (1, 2). Then ({, x) is elliptic by Theorem 7.1
and there holds
2N/Iv(7, :)/I(7, :). (8.1)
Now assuming (_, y) is hyperbolic, we prove the theorem indirectly. By
Lemma 6.12, we then obtain
#y(_)rN1(1, 1)hD(&2), i_( y) # 2N, i^_( y)=i_( y)+1, (8.2)
im_( ym)=m(i_( y)+1)&1, &m_( ym)=1, \m # N, (8.3)
I7, :(_, y)=[m(i_( y)+1)&1 | m # N]. (8.4)
Next we study the set I(7, :) according to the possible homotopy types
of #x({) and #y(_). Note that by Lemma 6.11, we have ({, x) and
(_, y) # V(7, :). By Lemma 6.11, ({, x) must belong to V(7, :). By
Lemmas 6.5, 6.9, and Theorem 7.1, there exists a basic normal form
M # Sp(2) such that _(M)/U and the following hold,
#x({)rN1(1, 1)hM, i{(x)=2. (8.5)
Now we complete the proof by refuting ALL eight possible homotopy
types of #x({).
Case 1. #x({)rN1(1, 1)hN1(1, 1) or #x({)rN1(1, 1)hI2 .
In this case, by Theorem 1.3, we obtain
im{(xm)=m(i{(x)+2)&2, \m # N. (8.6)
Thus i^{(x)=4 by (8.5) and (8.6). By Lemma 6.11 we then obtain i^_( y)=4.
But then by (8.3) we get i_( y)= i^_( y)&1=3. This contradicts (8.2). Thus
this case cannot happen.
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Case 2. #x({)rN1(1, 1)hN1(1, &1).
In this case, by the definition of the Maslov-type index theory, i{(x) must
be odd. This contradicts (8.5) and refutes this case.
Case 3. #x({)rN1(1, 1)hN1(&1, 1).
In this case, by (7.18) and (8.5) we obtain
im{(xm)=3m&1, &m{(xm)=1+
1+(&1)m
2
, \m # N. (8.7)
Thus i^{(x)=3. Then
I7, :({, x)=N & \ .m # N ([6m&4] _ [6m&1, 6m])+
=N & ([2] _ [5, 6] _ [8] _ [11, 12] _ } } } ). (8.8)
On the other hand, by Lemma 6.11 we get 3 i^_( y)6. Together with
(8.2) we obtain i^_( y)=3 or 5.
If i^_( y)=3, we obtain im_( ym)=3m&1 for any m # N. Thus by (8.3)
we get
I7, :(_, y)/I7, :({, x). (8.9)
Then together with (8.8) we obtain that 4 is not covered by I(7, :). This
contradicts (8.1).
If i^_( y)=5, we obtain im_( ym)=5m&1 for any m # N. Thus
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N [5m&1]+
=N & ([4] _ [9] _ [14] _ } } } ). (8.10)
Then 10  I(7, :) by (8.8) and (8.10). This also contradicts (8.1).
Thus this case cannot happen.
Case 4. #x({)rN1(1, 1)h (&I2).
In this case, by (7.21) and (8.5), we obtain
im{(xm)=3m&1&
1+(&1)m
2
,
(8.11)
&m{(xm)=2+(&1)m, \m # N.
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Thus i^{(x)=3. Then
I7, :({, x)=N & \ .m # N ([6m&4] _ [6m&2, 6m])+
=N & ([2] _ [4, 6] _ [8] _ [10, 12] _ } } } ). (8.12)
On the other hand, by Lemma 6.11 we get 3 i^_( y)6. Together with
(8.2) and (8.3) we obtain i^_( y)=3 or 5.
If i^_( y)=3, we obtain im_( ym)=3m&1 for any m # N. Thus by (8.3)
we get
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N ([3m&1]+
=N & ([2] _ [5] _ [8] _ [11] _ } } } ). (8.13)
Thus both the integers 4 and 6 in (8.12) do not appear in (8.13) and are
covered by nothing else but the same index interval
N & [i2{(x2), i2{(x2)+&2{(x2)&1].
By Lemma 6.13, this contradicts the fact *J(7)=2.
If i^_( y)=5, we obtain im_( ym)=5m&1 for all m # N. Thus by (8.3)
we get
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N ([5m&1]+
=N & ([4] _ [14] _ [24] _ } } } ). (8.14)
Thus both the integers 10 and 12 in (8.12) do not appear in (8.14) and are
covered by nothing else but the same index interval
N & [i4{(x4), i4{(x4)+&4{(x4)&1].
By Lemma 6.13, this contradicts the fact *J(7)=2.
Thus this case cannot happen.
Case 5. #x({)rN1(1, 1)hN1(&1, &1).
In this case, by (7.24) and (8.5), for all m # N we obtain
im{(xm)=3m&1&
1+(&1)m
2
,
(8.15)
&m{(xm)=1+
1+(&1)m
2
.
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Thus i^{(x)=3. Then
I7, :({, x)=N & \ .m # N ([6m&4] _ [6m&2, 6m&1])+
=N & ([2] _ [4, 5] _ [8] _ [10, 11] _ } } } ). (8.16)
On the other hand, by Lemma 6.11, we get 3 i^_( y)6. Together with
(8.2) we obtain i^_( y)=3 or 5.
If i^_( y)=3, we obtain im_( ym)=3m&1 for any m # N. Thus by (8.3)
we get
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N ([3m&1]+
=N & ([2] _ [5] _ [8] _ [11] _ } } } ). (8.17)
Thus 6  I(7, :) by (8.16) and (8.17). This contradicts (8.1).
If i^_( y)=5, we obtain im_( ym)=5m&1 for all m # N. Thus by (8.4) we
get
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N ([5m&1]+
=N & ([4] _ [14] _ [24] _ } } } ). (8.18)
Thus 6  I(7, :) by (8.16) and (8.18). This contradicts (8.1).
Thus this case cannot happen.
Case 6. #x({)rN1(1, 1)hR(%) with % # (0, ?) _ (?, 2?) and %? # Q.
In this case, let pq=%? with p and q # N and ( p, q)=1. Then
0<p<2q. By (7.28) and (8.5), for any m # N we obtain
im{(xm)=2m+2 _mp2q &&2, &m{(xm)=3,
if mp=0 mod 2q, (8.19)
im{(xm)=2m+2 _mp2q & , &m{(xm)=1,
if mp{0 mod 2q. (8.20)
i^{(x)=2+ pq. (8.21)
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If p(2q)=%(2?)>23, by Lemma 6.11 we obtain
3<2+
%
?
= i^{(x) i^_( y)2+
4?
%
<5. (8.22)
But by (8.2) and (8.3) we have i^_( y)3 and that it is an odd integer. This
contradicts (8.22). Then we must have
0<
p
q

4
3
, (8.23)
i^{(x)=2+
p
q
2+
4
3
<52+
4
i^{(x)&2
=2+
4q
p
. (8.24)
For any r # N, by (8.19) and (8.20) we then obtain
i2rq{(x2rq)=4rq+2rp&2, &2rq{(x2rq)=3,
i(2rq&1) {(x2rq&1)=4rq+2rp&4, &(2rq&1) {(x2rq&1)=1,
i(2rq+1) {(x2rq+1)=4rq+2rp+2, &(2rq+1) {(x2rq+1)=1.
Then there hold
[i2rq{(x2rq), i2rq{(x2rq)+&2rq{(x2rq)&1]=[4rq+2rp&2, 4rq+2rp], (8.25)
and
im{(xm)+&m{(xm)&1<4rq+2rp&2, \m<2rq, (8.26)
im{(xm)4rq+2rp+2, \m>2rq. (8.27)
Thus from (8.25)(8.27) and the fact *J(7)=2, by Lemma 6.13 we must
have
[4rq+2rp&2, 4rq+2rp] & Iv7, :(_, y){<, \r # N. (8.28)
On the other hand, by (8.2)(8.4), and (8.24), we then obtain
I7, :(_, y)=[m(2k+1)&1 | m # N], (8.29)
for some k # N such that
2k+1 # _2+pq , 2+
4q
p & . (8.30)
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By (8.28) for any r # N this 2k+1 should further satisfy
(4q+2p) r&1=s(2k+1) or (4q+2p) r+1=t(2k+1), (8.31)
for some s, t # N.
Now let r be the product of all odd integers contained in the interval in
(8.30). Then any odd integer 2k+1 satisfying (8.31) is a factor of both the
right hand sides of (8.31), but neither of the left hand sides. This contradic-
tion shows that this case cannot happen.
Case 7. #x({)rN1(1, 1)hR(%) with % # (0, ?) _ (?, 2?) and %?  Q.
In this case, let .=%(2?). Then . # [0, 1]"Q. By (7.27) and (8.5) for all
m # N we obtain
im{(xm)=2m+2[m.], &m{(xm)=1, \m # N, (8.32)
i^{(x)=2+2.. (8.33)
We continue the proof in three steps.
Step 1. If .>23, by the same argument of (8.22) and (8.23) we
obtain a contradiction. Thus we must have 0<.<23.
Step 2. Suppose 12<.<23.
Then [4.]=1, and [m.]=0 for m=1, 2, 3. Thus by (8.32) we obtain
I7, :({, x)=[2m+2[m.] | m # N]=[2, 6, 8, 12, ...]. (8.34)
Then by (8.33) and Lemma 6.11, we obtain
3<2+2. i^_( y)2+
2
.
<6. (8.35)
Therefore by (8.2) and (8.3) we have to have i^_( y)=i_( y)+1=5. This
yields
im_( ym)=5m&1, &m_( ym)=1, \m # N. (8.36)
Thus
I7, :(_, y)=[5m&1 | m # N]=[4, 14, 24, ...]. (8.37)
Comparing (8.34) and (8.37), we obtain that the integer 10 is not covered
by I(7, :). This contradicts (8.1) and proves
0<.< 12 . (8.38)
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Step 3. Let k # N and k2. By (8.38) we suppose
1
k+1
<.<
1
k
. (8.39)
Then we obtain
[m.]={0,1,
if 1mk,
if k+1m2k,
(8.40)
[(2k+1) .]={
1,
2,
if . # \ 22k+1 ,
1
k+ ,
if . # \ 1k+1 ,
2
2k+1+ ,
(8.41)
and
[m.]2, \m2k+2. (8.42)
By (8.32) and (8.40)(8.42), we then obtain
2k+2 # 2N"I7, :({, x), (8.43)
4k+4 # 2N"I7, :({, x), if . # \ 22k+1 ,
1
k+ , (8.44)
4k+6 # 2N"I7, :({, x), if . # \ 1k+1 ,
2
2k+1+ . (8.45)
On the other hand, by Lemma 6.11 and (8.2)(8.4), we then obtain
I7, :(_, y)=[m(2j+1)&1 | m # N], (8.46)
for some j # N such that
2+2. i^_( y)=2j+12+
2
.
. (8.47)
Since 2+2.<3 and 2+2.<2k+4, this implies
2j+1 # [3, 5, ..., 2k+3]. (8.48)
By (8.1), (8.43), and (8.46), there must exist some m # N such that
(2j+1) m&1=2k+2, that is,
(2j+1) m=2k+3. (8.49)
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Then by (8.48) and (8.49), we obtain
(2j+1)(2m&1)&1=(2j+1) 2m&(2j+1)&1
4k+6&3&1=4k+2<4k+4, (8.50)
(2j+1)(2m+1)&1=(2j+1) 2m+(2j+1)&1
4k+6+3&1=4k+8>4k+6. (8.51)
By (8.46), this proves
[4k+4, 4k+6] & I7, :(_, y)=<. (8.52)
By (8.44), (8.45), (8.52), and (8.1), we obtain a contradiction. This
contradiction shows that Case 7 cannot happen.
The contradictions in the above seven cases show that (_, y) must be
elliptic, and completes the proof of Theorem 8.1. K
Remark 8.2. Now we study the index covering property of any
parabolic-degenerate 7 # H2(4). For ({, x) and (_, y) # J(7) with [({, x)]
{[(_, y)], under the conditions i^{(x)=3 and i^{(x)=6, we obtain
1
i^{(x)
+
1
i^_( y)
=
1
2
. (8.53)
Together with (6.10), (1%) of Lemma 6.8, and (1%) of Lemma 6.11, the
({, x) must be a global minimum for H: with some : # (1, 2). Fix this :.
Next together with one of the two homotopy type arrangements (1.15) and
(1.16) of #x({) and #y(_), we show that the covering relation (8.1) holds.
Case 1. Relation (1.15) holds, i.e., #x({)rN1(1, 1)hN1(&1, a) with
a=1 or 0 and #y(_)rN1(1, 1)hN1(1, b) with b=1 or 0.
In this case, by Lemma 6.9 and the study of Cases 4 and 5 in the proof
of Theorem 7.1, from i^{(x)=3 we obtain i{(x)=2. Thus (7.19) or (7.22)
holds, i.e.,
I7, :({, x)=N & \ .m # N [6m&4] _ [6m&2+a, 6m]+
=N & ([2] _ [4+a, 6] _ [8] _ [10+a, 12] _ } } } ).
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By our study of Cases 1 and 2 in the proof of Theorem 7.1, from i^_( y)=6
we obtain i_( y)=4. Thus by (7.11) and (7.14) we get
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N [6m&2, 6m&b])+
=N & ([4, 6&b] _ [10, 12&b] _ [16, 18&b] _ } } } ). (8.54)
Then we get
2N / I(7, :). (8.55)
Case 2. Relation (1.16) holds, i.e., #x({)rN1(1, 1)hN1(&1, &a) with
a=1 or 0 and #y(_)rN1(1, 1)hN1(1, &b) with b=1 or 0.
In this case, by Lemma 6.9 and the study of Cases 5 and 6 in the proof
of Theorem 7.1, from i^{(x)=3 we obtain i{(x)=2. Thus (7.22) or (7.25)
holds, i.e.,
I7, :({, x)=N & \ .m # N ([6m&4] _ [6m&2, 6m&a])+
=N & ([2] _ [4, 6&a] _ [8] _ [10, 12&a] _ } } } ).
By our study of the Cases 2 and 3 in the proof of Theorem 7.1, from
i^_( y)=6 we obtain i_( y)=4. Thus by (7.14) and (7.17) we get
I7, :(_, y)=N & \ .m # N [6m&2+b, 6m]+
=N & ([4+b, 6] _ [10+b, 12] _ [16+b, 18] _ } } } ).
Then we get
2N / I(7, :). (8.56)
Remark 8.3. We point out that the studies of the above Cases 6 and 7
are related to some problems on primes in the number theory in the following
sense.
(1%) Given any p # N we define an integer pair set
Y( p)=[( pn&1, pn+1) | n # N]. (8.57)
Conjecture N1. For any p # N, the set Y( p) contains infinitely many
prime number pairs.
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Note that this is a generalized version of the conjecture on twin primes.
Suppose the answer to this conjecture is positive. Then by the study of the
above Case 6, (8.23), i.e. 0<pq<43, (8.29), (8.30), and (8.31) hold. By
Conjecture N1, there exists an integer r>2+4qp such that both
(4q+2p) r&1 and (4q+2p) r+1 are primes. Therefore there is no odd
integer 2k+1 which can make both (8.30) and (8.31) hold. Then the Case
6 cannot happen.
(2%) Given any . # [0, 1]"Q, we define an integer set
Z(.)=N"[2n+2[n.]+1 | n # N]. (8.58)
Conjecture N2. For any . # [0, 1]"Q, the set Z(.) contains infinitely
many prime numbers.
Suppose the answer to this conjecture is positive. Then in the study of
the above Case 7, from Step 1 there, we obtain 0<.<23. In this case by
(8.33) and Lemma 6.11 we obtain
2+2. i^_( y)=2j+12+
2
.
, (8.59)
for some j # N. By Conjecture N2, we can choose a prime integer
2k+1 # Z(.) such that
2k+1>2+2.. (8.60)
By (8.34), the fact 2k+1 # Z(.) implies
2k # 2N"I7, :({, x).
Thus by (8.1) and (8.46), there exist 2j+1 satisfying (8.59) and some m # N
such that
2k=m(2j+1)&1.
This contradicts that 2k+1 is a prime by (8.59) and (8.60). Then Case 7
cannot happen.
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